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OUR FRAMEWORK
Hyphen is headquartered in San Francisco and naturally, when we were
looking to design a framework for accurately measuring and tracking
employee engagement and its drivers for our customers, we turned to
Josh Bersin at Bersin by Deloitte - who lives in the San Francisco Bay
Area - for advice.
 
Josh took us through his Simply Irresistible Organization model,
explaining its different components and subcomponents, but also some
of its caveats. We really liked it, and decided to use it to determine the 13
categories of our model. 

A Brief Index of Affective Job Satisfaction; Thomson & Phua, 2012
Job Satisfaction and Organizational Commitment in Relation to Work
Performance  and Turnover Intentions; Shore & Martin, 1989
Subjective Value vs Economic Value in Predicting Longitudinal Job
Outcomes; Curhan, Elfenbein & Kilduff, 2009
Psychological Safety and Learning Behavior in Work Teams;
Edmonson 1999
A Partial Test of the Reformulated Model of Organizational
Identification; Mael & Ashforth, 1992
Relationship-Based Approach to Leadership: Development of Leader-
Member Exchange Theory of Leadership over 25 Years; Graen & Uhl-
Bien, 1995

That being said, transforming a star industry analyst’s consulting model
into a framework rooted in quantitative academic research would take
help from academics themselves. Hence we reached out to the NYU
Stern School of Business, which has an award-winning faculty in the
domain of Management & Organizations. 
 
We collaborated with rising-star Professor Gavin Kilduff to develop a
framework providing a comprehensive assessment of employee
engagement and of its drivers. Each category adapted from the Bersin
model got translated into 2 to 5 questions tested in academic research
for non-bias and relevance, and we did additional testing to ensure the
questions are as “MECE” (Mutually Exclusive, Completely Exhaustive) as
possible.
 
Our framework draws on more than two decades of academic research
on topics including Psychological Safety, Organizational Identification,
and Turnover Intention, to ensure all areas of risk for low employee
satisfaction/engagement are addressed. The main papers we used are
listed below:

https://joshbersin.com/2017/11/becoming-irresistible-part-1-meaningful-work/
https://www.stern.nyu.edu/experience-stern/about/departments-centers-initiatives/academic-departments/management-and-organizations/research


OUR FRAMEWORK:

CATEGORY DEFINITIONS
Engagement
The cornerstone of the framework, this relates to the employee's overall feelings of
engagement with and attachment to the company.

Company Performance
Relates to the employee's perception of how well the company is performing. 

Leadership
Relates to the employee's confidence in senior leadership to make the best decisions
and their perception of the relationship between leadership and the rest of the
company.

Management
Relates to the employee's experience and relationship with their direct supervisor.

Collaboration & Teamwork
Relates to the employee's interactions with their coworkers and whether there is a
sense of safety, trust and belonging.

Communication
Relates to the quality of communication, both company-wide and within the
employee's own team.

Workload
Relates to the workload of the individual employee and whether it is manageable, as
well as the fair and equal distribution of work across teams.

Purpose
Relates to the employee's sense of alignment with and commitment to the company
and its goals.

Meaningful Work
Relates to the employee's feelings that they work they do is inspiring and meaningful
to them personally.

Environment
Relates to both the physical and psychological work environments and whether each
provides the employee with a sense of safety.

Feedback & Recognition
Relates to how feedback is given and received by the employee, as well as their sense
that their good work is recognized.

Growth
Relates to the employee's belief that they are growing and can continue to grow at the
company.

Benefits
Relates to the employee's satisfaction with their overall compensation.



OUR FRAMEWORK:

TEMPLATES & BENCHMARKS
Our Framework Includes 3 Survey Templates 
Based on this framework, we have created three Employee Engagement
survey templates of different lengths - Mini (17), Standard (30), and
Extended (50) to adapt to different customer styles and culture of
feedback. Each template includes open text questions to provide
employees with the opportunity to share any additional opinions or
feedback.
 
We recommend conducting your next engagement surveys on a quarterly
basis. The different template lengths allow you to rotate among
templates, continually measuring your employee engagement without
risking survey fatigue.
 
Our templates are not immutable. You can decide to remove, add, amend
one or several questions, though doing so you may lose the ability to
benchmark your results against industry averages (see below).

Our Framework Includes Benchmarks,
By Industry and Company Size
All of our 50 engagement questions come with benchmark data, allowing
you to compare your engagement scores and engagement driver scores
to the average of other companies of your size and industry.

Technology
Retail
Hospitality
Hospitals
Healthcare (minus hospitals)
Manufacturing
Non-profits
Professional Services

< 500 Employees
501-2500 Employees
2501-5000 Employees
5000+ Employees

Our benchmarks for each {industry x size} segment are based on panel
data collected from a randomized set of 1,200 US-based employees,
combined with data collected from our 60+ customers (150,000+
employees). We will update our benchmarks every quarter as more data
is collected.
 
In addition, going forward, our Engagement model and benchmarks will
be tested every 6 months with our partners at NYU for reliability (with
"alpha" statistic and with factor analysis).



Template 1: Mini

17 Questions (16 Likert Scale, 1 Open Text)

# Category Question

1 Engagement I would recommend [company] as a great place to work.

2 Engagement I don't usually think about looking for a new job.

3 Company Performance I believe that [company] is in a position to succeed.

4 Leadership I have confidence in the leaders at [company] to make the best decisions for the company.

5 Management My supervisor and I have a good working relationship.

6 Collaboration & Teamwork I feel like I am part of a team.

7 Collaboration & Teamwork I have a good working relationship with my coworkers.

8 Communication There is open and honest communication at [company].

9 Workload I find my workload manageable.

10 Purpose It is important to me that I grow my career at [company] rather than at another company.

11 Meaningful Work I feel like I have the opportunity to apply my talents and expertise at work.

12 Environment I am satisfied with my overall job security.

13 Environment I am provided with the tools I need to perform my job well.

14 Feedback & Recognition I receive useful feedback on how I am performing in my role.

15 Growth I have access to the learning and development resources I need to succeed at [company].

16 Benefits I am satisfied with my total benefits package.

17 Open Text Is there anything we can be doing to make [company] a better place to work?



Template 2: Standard

30 Questions (28 Likert Scale, 2 Open Text)

# Category Question

1 Engagement I would recommend [company] as a great place to work.

2 Engagement I am proud to tell people I work at [company].

3 Engagement I don't usually think about looking for a new job.

4 Company Performance I believe that [company] is in a position to succeed.

5 Leadership I have confidence in the leaders at [company] to make the best decisions for the company.

6 Management My supervisor and I have a good working relationship.

7 Management I see my supervisor as a role model or mentor.

8 Management My supervisor keeps me informed about what is happening at [company].

9 Collaboration & Teamwork I feel like I am part of a team.

10 Collaboration & Teamwork I have a good working relationship with my coworkers.

11 Communication There is open and honest communication at [company].

12 Communication Members of my team are able to bring up problems and tough issues.

13 Workload I find my workload manageable.

14 Workload [Company] allows me to have a satisfactory work-life balance.

15 Purpose I understand how my work affects the company-wide goals of [company].

16 Purpose It is important to me that I grow my career at [company] rather than at another company.

17 Meaningful Work The work I do is meaningful to me. 

18 Meaningful Work I feel like I have the opportunity to apply my talents and expertise at work.

19 Environment I am satisfied with my overall job security.

20 Environment People from all backgrounds are treated fairly at [company].

21 Environment I am provided with the tools I need to perform my job well.

22 Feedback & Recognition I feel comfortable providing feedback to my supervisor.

23 Feedback & Recognition I receive useful feedback on how I am performing in my role.



24 Feedback & Recognition I feel like my good work is recognized at [company].

25 Growth I believe there are good career opportunities available to me at [company].

26 Growth [Company] is dedicated to my professional development.

27 Benefits I am satisfied with my total benefits package.

28 Benefits I feel like I am compensated fairly for the work that I do.

29 Open Text What do you enjoy the most about working at [company]?

30 Open Text Is there anything we can be doing to make [company] a better place to work?



Template 3: Extended

50 Questions (47 Likert Scale, 3 Open Text)

# Category Overall

1 Engagement I would recommend [company] as a great place to work.

2 Engagement I am proud to tell people I work at [company].

3 Engagement I don't usually think about looking for a new job.

4 Company Performance I believe that [company] is in a position to succeed.

5 Company Performance I am confident in the fiscal well-being of [company].

6 Leadership I have confidence in the leaders at [company] to make the best decisions for the company.

7 Leadership I feel like there is trust between company leadership and employees.

8 Leadership I feel like the leadership at [company] keeps everyone informed about what is going on.

9 Management My supervisor and I have a good working relationship.

10 Management My supervisor genuinely cares about my wellbeing.

11 Management I see my supervisor as a role model or mentor.

12 Management My supervisor keeps me informed about what is happening at [company].

13 Collaboration & Teamwork I feel like I am part of a team.

14 Collaboration & Teamwork I have a good working relationship with my coworkers.

15 Collaboration & Teamwork Employees at [company] treat each other with respect.

16 Collaboration & Teamwork No one on my team would deliberately act in a way that undermines my efforts.

17 Communication There is open and honest communication at [company].

18 Communication Employees at [company] are encouraged to be innovative and come up with new ideas.

19 Communication Members of my team are able to bring up problems and tough issues.

20 Workload There is a fair distribution of work among team members.

21 Workload If someone is not carrying their weight, something is done about it.

22 Workload I find my workload manageable.

23 Workload [Company] allows me to have a satisfactory work-life balance.



24 Purpose I am motivated by the vision that [company] has.

25 Purpose I understand how my work affects the company-wide goals of [company].

26 Purpose It is important to me that I grow my career at [company] rather than at another company.

27 Purpose The work we do at [company] positively impacts people's lives. 

28 Meaningful Work The work I do is meaningful to me. 

29 Meaningful Work I like my job better than the average person.

30 Meaningful Work I am inspired to meet my goals at work.

31 Meaningful Work I feel like I have the opportunity to apply my talents and expertise at work.

32 Environment I feel like I have a safe working environment.

33 Environment I am satisfied with my overall job security.

34 Environment People from all backgrounds are treated fairly at [company].

35 Environment I am provided with the tools I need to perform my job well.

36 Environment I feel like my physical work environment allows me to be productive.

37 Feedback & Recognition I feel like management at [company] takes employee feedback seriously.

38 Feedback & Recognition I feel comfortable providing feedback to my supervisor.

39 Feedback & Recognition I receive useful feedback on how I am performing in my role.

40 Feedback & Recognition I feel like my good work is recognized at [company].

41 Growth I believe there are good career opportunities available to me at [company].

42 Growth [Company] is dedicated to my professional development.

43 Growth I feel like I am growing professionally at [company].

44 Growth I have access to the learning and development resources I need to succeed at [company].

45 Benefits I am satisfied with my total benefits package.

46 Benefits I feel like I am compensated fairly for the work that I do.

47 Benefits I am satisfied with the healthcare-related benefits offered by [company].

48 Open Text What do you enjoy the most about working at [company]?

49 Open Text What do you enjoy the least about working at [company]?

50 Open Text Is there anything we can be doing to make [company] a better place to work?


